Representative Legal Matters
John W. Woods, Jr.


Lead legal advisor to Fortune 20 company on the governance, compliance and legal issues
associated with board of directors mandated cyber resilience project.



Served as legal advisor and oversaw investigation into SCADA system malware compromise
at critical infrastructure provider. Advised on coordination with Department of Homeland
Security and Federal Bureau of Investigation.



Led the strategic global legal response and investigation for Fortune 500 consumer goods
organization victimized by NotPetya malware incident. Announced financial impact on client
exceeded USD 125 million.



Served as lead investigative counsel and legal advisor to three separate financial institutions
over a six-year period involving data manipulation attacks on pre-paid credit cards. Total
monetary losses associated with incidents exceeded USD 60 million. Clients were located in
the United Kingdom, United States and India/Oman and involved coordination with law
enforcement in 27 different jurisdictions.



Served as lead counsel in litigation filed against the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
regarding investigation into client data breach. Matter resolved after litigation commenced
through the FTC issuing a no action letter.



Serve as board counsel to an insurance holding company regulated by the Federal Reserve
Board with regard to cybersecurity related legal matters.



Conducted FFIEC mandated independent investigation for major financial services company
on nature, scope and risk resulting from a network intrusion that resulted in direct financial
losses in excess of USD 13 million.



Served as lead counsel for Fortune 250 entity on global cybersecurity assessment. Directed
and provided oversight to over 40 network security engineers and assessors from major global
consultancy.



Acted as special counsel to major retailer and led investigation into network intrusion in
which over 45 million credit cards were compromised.



Retained by board of directors of transportation critical infrastructure provider to
independently investigate management's oversight of cybersecurity related risks.



Advised major US telecommunications provider on compliance with FCC privacy related
consent decree.



Served as counsel to leading global consultancy on development of information governance
model.



Conducted investigation for Fortune 100 energy company into possible involvement of
employees in state sponsored attempts to steal intellectual property of another entity.
Prosecutions associated with the investigation resulted in first criminal jury verdict under the
Economic Espionage Act.
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